FREDRICK
MILLER
EMPLOYEE OF
THE YEAR
2018
Fred Miller began his career at Willow Run Foods on July 28, 2007. Fred has become a
considerable asset to our Receiving Department. He has worked several different positions in his
time here at Willow Run Foods. He started off as a PM Receiver then moved to the damage and
distress area for several years. Fred returned as a receiver when a morning position opened up.
Fred’s main focus was to unload backhauls and strips, to clear doors for daily scheduled
appointments. He was responsible for unloading, checking in, break down, and put away of the
backhauls. Once this task was complete he would then move onto the scheduled over the road
deliveries. Fred proved he could perform very well at these tasks and soon became one of our main
Dry Receivers. He was very accurate with the checking in of loads and adapted well to our new
WMS system. When he came across any damages or discrepancies on a load he immediately would
contact the appropriate buyer and resolve the situation.
When the new Saputo storage business began, Fred took on the challenge and was
responsible for receiving all incoming product. He has done an excellent job handling the added
aspects to our normal receiving protocol and helped streamline the process. Fred kept our contacts
at Saputo very well informed with any product issues thanks to detailed e-mail correspondences.
Fred has also learned how to perform the other warehouse duties involving Saputo such as picking,
loading and extensive clerical computer work.
During his time here at Willow Run Foods he has volunteered to help where needed and to
work additional weekends. With that being said he showed interest in our Food Safety programs
and took a course to become certified in FSMA. He now assists Dave Zelenyak in reviewing and
writing new programs to maintain a very intense Food Safety program.
Fred’s attendance and versatility make him a valued asset to Willow Run Foods.
Therefore, we would like to recognize Fred Miller’s contributions by honoring him as 2018
Employee of the Year!
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